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FUEL PRICE CYCLE 

Statement by Minister for Commerce 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Butler — Minister for Commerce) [2.10 pm]: This statement is about the fuel price cycle. 
I rise to inform the house that there are signs that the regular weekly petrol price cycle in Perth has been disrupted. 
As members would be aware, for close to five years the daily average price of unleaded petrol in Perth generally 
spikes on Tuesdays and gradually decreases each day throughout the week until it reaches a low price on Mondays 
that is sometimes below wholesale prices. The low Monday prices have been unsustainable for fuel retailers, and 
the next day prices rise again and the cycle repeats. I understand that petrol price fluctuations can be frustrating, 
but it has provided opportunities for significant savings for motorists who purchase on the cheap days of the cycle. 
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission has found Perth motorists can save $520 a year by doing 
this—the biggest savings on offer in Australia. 
Over the past few weeks, some of Perth’s major fuel retailers have chosen to hike their petrol prices on different 
days of the week. Most of the major brands did not hike their prices today. I have been informed by FuelWatch, 
within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety’s Consumer Protection division, that a new price 
cycle may form. FuelWatch has advised that it will continue to monitor the market closely, alert motorists before 
any price hikes occur and issue new advice if a new cycle becomes apparent. I strongly urge motorists to make use 
of the smartphone-friendly FuelWatch website, at fuelwatch.wa.gov.au, every time before purchasing fuel. It only 
takes 30 seconds to locate the cheapest fuel outlet in an area, and, if checked after 2.30 pm, the following day’s 
prices will be available so that people can time their purchase to the cheapest day. The McGowan government is 
committed to helping households with their weekly budget. By using FuelWatch, families can make substantial 
savings and reduce their cost of living. 
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